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Hi there, just a little info which you can do what you want with.
Jester is a 30 year old Welsh section D who has lived with us for the last 10 years. He had been
a driving pony in his previous life and a happy hacker for me right up until last year when he became
suddenly very lame. The Vet diagnosed severe damage to his suspensory ligament [lower leg] in
March, he was already somewhat arthritic [showing signs of ageing joints] and I was led to believe I
did not have much longer left with him.
I decided to just enjoy every day I still had with him.
He is on your Pernamax Equine [Maxavita Green Lipped Mussel (GLM) tablets], Flexamine
10/10 and Danilon daily and is doing really well thank goodness.
He has been retired but is sound once more despite expectations which were very gloomy to say
the least and I am hoping to get him out for gentle in hand walks in the woods again later in the
year.
He has to be discouraged from behaving like a youngster and will belt around the field if I am
not careful!
To be honest I am not sure which of the supplements is helping the most so keep him on all of them
in the fear that if I cut one out it might be the one that is making the difference!!
He is the bay in my photo.
Clare x
====================
[Clare posted on Facebook, 3/9/13 at 21.53 hours in relation to using our Maxavita Omega 3 GLM for
benefiting various health challenges – hence her reference to looking on her FB for a picture of Jester – her FB
post is as follows] My boy is on it already-great stuff! 3 September at 21:53 via mobile
Many thanks to Clare MacLennan Postans (Scottish Highlands) for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones received in writing will be considered for inclusion
on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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